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Meeting: [L-R] Wflmn, Lewis Tucker, Carlyle Thnrnhill, HanyGfbbs, AlanJacobs 
by MICHAEL FISHBEIN 
The first meeting of the 
recently elected Day Session 
Student Government ended in 
some confusion last Thursday 
as Mr. Carlyle Thornhill, the 
T r e a s u r e r , r epea ted ly a t -
t e m p t e d t o present h is 
nominees for appointment to 
the Fees Committee. Of the six 
s t u d e n t s Mr . Thornh i l l 
presented for the Senates' 
consideration only one, Mr. 
Jake Jutkowitz, the editor of 
Lexicon, was approved. Ms. 
Alma Brundage, fifth on Mr. 
Thornhill 's list but second to 
be considered, was initially 
rejected by the Senate in close 
voting. 
M r . Lewis Tucke r , t he 
Chairman, opened the first 
session in Room 502 of the 
Main Building at 12:14 p.m. 
Following a formal speech by 
M r . Ju tkowi tz , who h^s, 
recen t ly served as ac t ing 
c h a i r m a n , t rans fe r r ing the 
reins of student government, 
M r . T u c k e r promised to 
establish a fair and impartial 
legislative body which would 
act to meet the needs of the 
students; 
M r . Thornhill next promised 
t h a t he would serve the 
students "as a student, not as a 
black or a male, but as a 
student." 
Following the agenda Mr. 
Tucker nominated Mr. Alan 
Jacobs and Mr. Harry Gibbs as 
his Vice-Chairmen for the 
School of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences and the School of 
Business and Publ ic 
Administration, respectively. 
Following a short debate Mr. 
^Jacobs' appo in tmen t was 
c o n f i r m e d u n a n i m o u s l y . 
-However, Mr . G ibbs 
nomina t ion was narrowly 
approved following a heated 
a r g u m e n t . Senior Business 
Senator Jay Hochfblsen led 
those in opposition to Mr. 
G i b b s con tend ing t h a t a 
conflict of interest existed in 
his appointment. Mr. Gibbs 
currently serves on the Senate 
as a representative-at-large. 
The powerful Committee on 
Committees was next on the 
a g e n d a . O u t of eleven 
nominees, five were appointed. 
(Continued on page 7) 
360 Center Kicks Off 
On Thursday, Novembers^**1* 
the 360 Underground Community 
threw a party to publicize 
themselves and toreach out to the 
Barnch Community. _^ 
The 360 Community is^a^group 
of freshmen and sophomores who 
have banded together, and want to 
run workshops and group sessions 
in the basement of 360 Park 
Avenue South for the Baruch 
Community. On or about 
November 28th, they will begin 
renovation of this area and. convert 
it into a series; of lounges and 
workshops for- use of Baruch 
students. 
The party was a smashing 
success. For the first time, the 360 
Community was reaching out to 
the college population and 
showing their potential in a 
display so stupendous mat it can 
only be compared to a fireworks 
display. 
The 212 Community helped 
them set up the party, and the two 
Communities had a chance to 
work together and plan together 
for the future. One result of this 
was a graffiti workshop which was 
run on Friday, November 8th, by 
both staffs. The workshop was a 
great success. 
We- wish to thank Nigel Red-
man, the executive director of the 
school radio station, for his co-
operation. Mr. Redman said the 
party was successful and that we 
should plan more like i t Dean 
Greger said about the party, 
"From what I saw of it, it was 
fine." Other opinions of the party 
ranged from "Great" to "Fan-
tastic." 
The Underground Community, 
in running this party and 
workshop, showed the great 
potential of this basement area 
and the great need for its 
renovation. The students involved 
feel that it is of the utmost im-
portance that the renovations be 
done, and the budgets for it ap-
proved, because otherwise we, the 
students of Baruch, will lose a 
great opportunity to get involved 
in a worthwhile project. 
Attention! 
Freshmen 
ATTENTION FRESHMEN! Don't forget to re-
mind your family- that this Sunday, November 
17, Baruch's annual family day for the adult rela-
t ives of new freshmen will be held. Approximately 
2,700 invitations were mailed in late October, but 
some students report that their family's invitation 
has not been received. 
The program will commence at 1:30 P.M. in the 
main auditorium (23 Street building) with re-
marks by President Wingfield, Deans of the Col-
lege and the Chairman of the student government. 
At the conclusion of this portion of the program, 
the audience will be broken into small discussion 
groups chaired by faculty and student leaders. 
The reception will follow in the 24th Street build-
ing. Past experience Jias indicated that attending 
parents and other interested relatives gain a bet-
ter understanding of the concerns facing you, the 
new student. Be sure to urge your folks to attend. 
Also, let the people in Room 1747 at 360 PAS 
know how many members of your family will be in 
attendance. 
y 
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This article contains an example 
of our recent National elections, 
demonstrating the old axiom, 
"You don't have to be smart to be 
a politician." Wilbur Mills of 
Arkansas heads the House Ways 
and Means Committee . This 
Committee has just produced the 
most absurd: piece of legislation 
since Prohibition, what could be 
more idiotic than mat? Ready, 
here.it comes. 
The Tax Reform Act of 1974 
contains a cluase to tax all Veteran 
service connected disabil ity 
benefits , a l so any military 
retirement disability pay. These 
sources of income have never been 
considered as taxable income. 
This appears as if the government 
is saying "Gee fella, i f s tough you 
lost the arm, leg of whatever, so 
here is $672 a month, but to cover 
our expenses, you have to give 
back $50 a month. How's that? 
Nope! Sorry, fella, we can't give 
you back the arm. Ha! Ha! Funny 
guys these Vets, always making 
jokes. Maybe we should send him 
a medal or something?" 
To take 2 to/4 years out of your 
life and give them to Uncle Sam is 
not very pleasant, to stake life and 
limb for him is worse, but to lose 
that fife or limb and have a bunch 
of (I cannot seriously write what 
my thoughts mandate me to) say 
give us some of our money back is 
to demean the basic teachings of 
this nation. If this is not enough, 
500,000 widows and children of 
Veterans receive benefits because 
their husbandjs or fathers were 
killed (be it WWI, WWII, Korean 
War or Vietnam, dead is still 
dead). So, Wilbur Mills and the 
boys decided to get some funds by 
taxing the' widows. What's that 
-lady? Yup! T h a f s right, we give 
you $250 a month for the family! 
Now wait a minute lady, we gave 
you- money; now you gotta^ give 
some of it back. Lady listen, 
what's $36 a month less. Lady, I 
by JOHN BURNS 
can't help7 it if your baby's sick.
 t 
Look lady, if you can't support 
'em, don't have 'em. Yeah! Same 
to you lady! Damn people, all they 
want is money. Christ! Don't 
anybody work for a living 
anymore? Hey Ah who's turn for 
coffee? And so life continues 
on; . . . - ' " -
The Disabled Veterans of 
America are going to fight this Bill 
until it is amended tSfexclude the 
Disabled Vets, Retired Military 
' personnel (disabled) and survivors 
of Veterans. The Baruch College 
Veterans Associat ion will be 
sending a petition to Mr. Mills,-so 
sign it soon. Now call, write or wire 
your Congressman and tell him to 
block the. Bill or amend those 
clauses I just mentioned. If they 
tax these benefits, they will 
probably tax the educational, 
benefits next Think about i t 
Next on the agenda is our 
Research Survey. Rick Hernandez 
would like them filled out as soon 
as possible and returned to the 
school as quickly as possible. We 
cannot have quality output 
without your input Gilroy says Hi! 
arid would like to reiterate at this 
Education Notes 
The History Society 
presents: ~ 
Dr. Stranqelove 
a film of todays 
Thursday, November 14 
,11:30 A.M. 
RoorrKl702 
360 P.A.S. 
te*g**K*5gas tssssssss gg**gg*g**g*ra**ra*>: 
by Thomas Gaymon 
It is extremely bewildering to 
me why people who are seeking to 
become professional teachers are 
so apathetic and uninvolved. The 
obvious apathy exhibi ted by 
education students, by their lack of 
involvement in the Ed Society, has 
made me extremely fearful for the 
future of education. I would not 
want" any apathetic, uninvolved 
teacher to have the responsibility 
for increasing my children's in-
tellectual capabilities. Not only 
will they be apathetic about my 
children's education, but it usually 
follows that they will not be 
concerned with their- own ad-
vancement of practices. 
You may feel that the Ed 
Society is just another bullshit 
student organization, but you 
should remember that this society 
is primarily concerned with in-
suring that the Education major, 
at Baruch, receives the necessary 
education as well as experiences to 
ACCOUNTING SOCIETY 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
1974-1975 
Oct. 31,1974 
Nov. 14,1974 
Nov. 21,1974 
Dec. 5,1974 
Dec. 12,1974 
Dec. 19/, 1974 
Jan.2 ,1974 
Jan.9 ,1974 
Mr, Lawrence Lansner - Director - Office of Career Counseling 
and Placement. 
"An employment outlook for accounting majors graduating in 
1975" 
Dean Newhouse - School of Business and Public Administration. 
"Business and Accounting Curriculum Requirements." 
Mr. Joseph Nacmias - S. D. Leidesdof CPA 
"Pubfc Accounting Within A Large Firm" 
Mr. Chuck Cusurnanb - Becker CPA Review 
"How to Select A CPA Firm Upon Graduation" 
Accounting Society vs. Accounting Faculty 
"Basketball Game" 
Mr. Rosenberg - AICPA 
"Preparing for the CPA Examination" 
Elections for Spring 1975 Semester 
Investment Seminar 
"Prominent brokerage firm will discuss the various aspects of 
learning to invest." 
Jan .14 ,1974 Semi-Annual Luncheon 
t 
% 
insure that they become the best 
teachers possible. 
Therefore, if most of you change 
your cucrent behavioral patterns 
' and become concerned with your 
future, or if you have any problems 
that you feel the Society can help 
with, please feel free to stop at our 
office in the Student Center, 
located on the second floor in 
Room 206. 
Also, I would like to take this 
opportunity to congratulate the 
newly elected officers, who are: 
Linda Fenderson - President 
Thomas F. Gaynor - Vice' 
President 
Mickey Wohl - Treasurer 
Annie D. Worsley - Secretary 
Also, at the last meeting, we 
decided tooo'tain some place for 
the Society during the upcoming 
registration and therefore, we will 
need your help. . So please, pull 
yourself out of your apathetic pit 
and do something that can only 
benefit you and your peers. 
time that any Vet requiring 
tutoring should come to 360 §pas, 
Room 1702 and get the forms and 
.Gil will get the tutor. 
Now tiie surprise you have all 
been waitingfor. The winners of 
the " N a m r S c P.T. Boat Con-
test*': , x 
1st Prize: P .T . "Canal 
Knowledge" by Mr. Bob Hanson. 
2nd Prize: P.T. "Lucifertania" 
by Ms. Susan Iwier. 
3rd Prize: P.T. "Inner Eary 
Canal" by Mr. Bob Hanson. 
The winners can claim their 
prizes at the Veterans Affairs 
Office, 360 PAS, Room 1702n£pi* 
must have proper identification^ 
either a school I.D., Bursar's; 
receipt, driver's license or draft 
card (Ha! Ha!) 
The Veterans Association would 
like' to thank the judges: 
Dean. Senour 
Dr. L. Gioia 
Dr. S. Wahba 
Mr. R. Georgia 
Mr. F. Weisenberg, without 
whom the judging could not have 
taken place (he had the. ballots) 
The P.T. Boat will be tran-
sported from its secret base in 
Canarsie to Jamaica Bay on 
Veterans Day, where her initial 
shakedown cruise will begin. 
According to Cmdr. 'Mad Dog* 
DeMarzo, the #!!! crew will be the 
best crew in t h i s ? # $ % man's, 
Oop's! person's c&*$# Navy. Don 
Higgins says, "Here we g o again." 
Go get 'em Cmdr. 
Tryouts for the crew will not be 
held in Dr. Wingfield's office as 
was previously planned. He is 
having his office painted* avocado 
this weekend. — ° 
D O N O T F O R G E T TO 
W R I T E OR CALL Y O U R 
CONGRESSPERSON TODAY! 
Career Guidance 
Week, Nov. 10-16 
In recognition of National 
Career Guidance Week November 
tfi-16, the Career Counseling and 
Placement Office would like to 
remind students of several 
programs recently instituted and 
plans for the future ^ to make 
students more aware of Career 
options. 
Arrangements- have been made 
to conduct two additional Career 
Seminars during the month of 
November. On Wednesday Nov. 
13 a representative of Sloan 
Kett "~g Institute for Cancer 
Res,— h will speak to Biology and 
Chemistry students regarding 
Careers in Hospital Lab Work and 
related areas. Also, on Wednesday 
Nov. 20 representatives of Federal, 
State and City Civil Service 
departments win meet and speak 
to students on Career possibilities 
in various Governmental Agen-
cies. All Career Seminars meet at 
10 A.M. in the Oak Lounge, 
Student Center. 
The Career Seminar programs 
are conducted by the office of 
Career Counseling and Placement 
in conjunction with the Dean of 
the School of Liberal Arts. The 
primary objective of the program 
is to provide meaningfull Career 
information to students as they are 
seriously considering their future 
plans. 
Enthusiasm for the programs by 
students has increased steadily. 
Other Seminars have included 
discussions of Careers in diverse 
fields such as Environmental 
Protect ion, Social Sei 
Business Journalism, Publisiung, 
The Pharmaceut ica l Industry, 
Computers a^d Systems work, 
p.S. Food and Drug 
^Administration - , a n d various 
_ lished Baruch 
Alumnivha^»^eontributed to the 
program by offering their valuable 
time to speak to students. 
Students are also reminded of 
several additional programs being 
offered this month by the Office of 
Career Counseling & Placement 
A three session discussion group 
will be conducted on Thursdays 
November 21 , December 5 and 
December 12 between 12 P.M. and 
1 P.M^Tepics to be covered will 
include analysis of students* in-
terests and abilities in relation to 
Career choice, Research on Career 
fields and employment trends. ; 
Kindly see Mr. McLoughlin in the 
placement office at 257 Park 
Avenue South 2nd floor, for 
further details on this program. 
In spec ia l recognit ion of 
National Career Guidance Week, -
a workshop will be conducted on 
Thursday Nov. 14 between the 
hours of 12 and 2 P.M. -in 
reference to part time jobs. Topics 
covered -jwill inc lude , resume 
writing, job hunting techiques arid 
the relation of part time work 
while in shcool, to future Career 
aspirations. Students are advised 
to see Mrs. Karen Flug -in the 
Placement office to sign up for this 
program. _ 
r 
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Educational Computer Center: 
Ticket To A Different World 
In recent years, the computer 
has been hailed as the machine 
with a brain, able to use i ts in-
teuigence to work out problems 
which mere men could never hope 
to solve. Indeed it has been 
thought t o be man's future, if not 
immediate replacement However, 
you needn't press the PANIC 
button just yet. What exactly does 
a computer do? It not so simply 
perforins logical and arithmetic 
operations wi th phenomenal 
speed. Everything that is stored in 
a computer's memory must be 
placed there by man. The data 
which is utilized in order to arrive 
at the solution to a complex 
problem must be punched, taped, 
disked, typed or somehow put into 
the machine by (you guessed ft!) 
man. How then could computers 
REPLACE man? As Dr. Bedi, 
director of the Educat ional 
Computer Center put it, "far from 
being a replacement of man's 
mind, the computer is an ex-
tension-of the thinking powers of 
man, just as previous 'mechanical' 
inventions extend our physical 
powers. If anything, - their very 
existence creates countless new job 
opportunities at a time when other 
n?*?%Ska55 ;Steady¥: ^ rrpwitag in 
on the college graduate/': It is 
estimated^ that 'by 1985* three to 
four million:computer specialists 
will be employed in the US alone; 
a figure many times larger than 
the present employed. Specialists 
include (a> systems analysts—who 
work at. the machine level, (b) 
applications programmers—who 
utilize the-computer to run certain 
business operations or to solve 
complex problems, and (c) 
management—who run computer 
centers and must know something 
about all -phases of computer 
operation. 
Baruch College seems to be 
amply prepared for, training these 
computer specialists. Our com-
puter/ center boasts 20 time-
sharing terminals using com-" 
m'ercLal services such as . 
R"Aifli?ATA and I D C We also . 
hara>ri@: CRTs, on order, and- we 
bQleag to th* CUNY interactive 
sy¥tlm*. We have 22 I B M 
keypunch machines and our own 
IBM 360-22, which is a small 
computer used mainly for 
teaching. For convenience is one 
addit ional computer terminal 
located at 315 PAS and another at 
17 Lex in the Market ing 
Department We have 2 RJE 
terminals (Remote Job Entry) 
which are hooked up to the central^ 
CUNY computer at 57th Street 
RJE is. accomplished by way of~a~~ 
leased, high-speed telephone line. 
A terminal' "speaks" to the main^r 
computer, and vice veTsa^^One/oJ>' 
the problems^in using an TfcJE 
system as large as CUNY's is that 
the "turn-around-time" is con-
stantly increasing. This is the time 
involved from the input of 
program until the printout of tile 
results. The central computer! is 
now running at 90% capacity. 
More backlog builds up all the 
time because twenty colleges are 
sharing the same facilities. 
Of course we are tallritig about a 
matter of minutes. Some programs 
presently run on computer would 
probably take several weeks, even 
years for a humajL*o j^anplete, if 
at all. Computers are very fast,- as 
well as extremely consistent. The' 
newer computers perform as many 
as three to one hundred million 
calculations per second. They are 
rel iable , break d o w n very 
seldom, despite much overwork. 
And (would you -believe) com-
puters can be fun? One computer 
in our center has been 
programmed to play tic-tac-toe* 
wiA-you. But watch out! It neyeir 
makes the same mistake twfice; 
and as a result, has never lost a 
game. The best one can hope for is 
a draw. 
T h e computer ceai$a^ was 
started in the late 195o | 4 y Prof. 
Arkin,- who was chairman jof. 
Department of Statistics, 
center is now under the Vicirir: 
President of Facu l t i e s , Wm. 
^one^ , so . , as ..to extend, to more;-
and -more departments for- use" by 
their facility* for bqth research and 
educational purposes. However, 
the statistic Department, by virtue 
of their research and course of-
ferings in the computer sciences, 
retain technical control over the 
center. Accounting, Economics^ 
and Finance, Marketing, etc. are 
just some of the departments that 
make extensive use of the center. 
The Faculty Policy Committee 
plays a role, in determining and 
recommending policy regarding 
computer needs for education and 
research at* Baruch. 
There are several other colleges 
in the City University system that 
spend a go3d deal more than we 
do, and; as aii obvious result, have 
better system^.All colleges in the 
CUNY system are tied together 
through thl 57th St. center; 
ThotTgl* our feenter is by no mean*'; 
the largest, we are unique in cme 
way. When we speak of student 
contact with computers, we can 
get an overall picture of colleges 
around the country by noting that 
only about 5 % of non-business 
majors have any contact with 
computers; the figure for business 
majors is a little higher. Con-
sidering the fact that computers 
play such important roles in 
government and business, these 
figures are surprisingly low. At 
"Baruch however, 100% of 
matriculated bus iness majors 
must^-have some contact with 
computers, and indeed, most of 
these students have more than one 
computer course under their 
collective belts. Baruch offers two 
programs in computer 
specialization, for those wishing to 
— a -
1
 by RICHARD RODRIGUEZ 
f J ffi LINDA FRIEDMAN 
in computer science: a BBA 
MBA offered through the 
Statistics Department. 
In addition to their use in 
. business, computers can be used 
in a multitude of alternative ways, 
ranging from land allotment to 
food distribution. For example: 
England is using computers to 
determine-how to best make use of 
their land mass, which has been 
^ divided into 27 major iand areas. 
The USA is presently using 
computers in a similar way to 
. determine the best way to allocate 
food, energy and other resources, 
as well as for both social and 
economic planning. Dr. Bedi has 
mentioned the fact that computers 
have determined the best way to 
transport crude oil to various 
refineries. He also believes that the 
majority o f uses for the computer 
y e t \ o come. We have barely 
realized their power. 
Recently, IBM has been ad-
vertising on television, other uses 
for computers such as for man-
power allocations and employment 
ancKincreasing the average yield 
^andj^guality of milk from cows on 
?
 sfnaller farms. 
i We^are all aware that computers 
.. have^been used in programed 
lear|fing situations, but did you 
kjjraw that we can use computers to 
te$ch aspiring doctors jm medical 
^ 
» schools? That not. only d o they 
learn their lessons better, but they 
can be trained^in only half the 
time, and at a fraction of the 
present cost? 
The computer center, along 
with the Student Computer 
Society, is trying to build a 
reference library that can be used 
by students right in the center. At 
the present time, Baruch is 
allocated between $15 and $65 
worth of computer time at CUNY, 
per student enrolled in a computer 
course. The exact figure depends 
on the nature and enrollment of 
each section. 
Aside from the center's regular 
routine, they hold seminars to 
instruct faculty in the use of the 
computers. Dr. Bedi's own duties 
keep him quite busy. He keeps the 
center running; he evaluates how 
the center can best serve the 
r 
inerests of the students and. 
faculty. He helps instructors to 
-develop effective curriculum for 
' their students. He acts as a liaison 
b e t w e e n p r o f e s s i o n a l 
organizations in the private sector 
and the CUNY computer center. 
He makes recommendations as to 
what facilities will be needed t ° 
maintain and imporve Baruch's 
' system. With knowledge of other 
administrational tasks he must 
perform, there reporters express 
their sincerest thanks to Dr. Bedi 
for granting us an interview, as 
weH as being most hospitable. 
NOTES A N D OPINION 
The following is written to 
express our opinion and some 
conjecture concerning the center, 
and the use of computers in 
general. It does not necessarily 
reflect the opinions of either Dr. 
Bedi or anyone else connected with 
the center. 
. In reference to the use of 
computers By oil companies, ^ we 
feel that tile major corporations 
don't follow the -advise offered to 
them by computers. Rather, they 
spend more time and money to 
transport oil than .necessary, so 
that they can pass on even greater 
costs to us, the consumer. This 
needless use of energy (involved in 
the transportation) and excessive 
transportation time should be 
investigated by the federal 
government. 
Also, Baruch spends more than 
1% of its total budget on the center 
a year and though this seems to be, 
and is, a large sum of money, we 
feel that the money is being weH 
spent. One has to pay a visit to the 
center, located in the basement of 
the 24th St. BO. to realize Grand 
Central Station is one of the few 
places in NYC that has more 
people running around. 
/ 
DUE TO THE CONFUSION O N 
THE BARUCH COLLEGE 
C O M M U N I T Y CONCERNING 
DEADLINES FOR S U B M I S S I O N 
OF ADVERTIS ING A N D OTHER 
COPY, PLEASE NOTE THE 
FOLLOWING: 
ADVERTIS ING THURSDAYS, 2tOO 
. . . FR IDAYS, 2:00 
THESE DEADLINES ARE 
ABSOLUTELY INFLEXIBLE 
I S GRANTED FOR LATER 
DEADLINES B Y A MEMBER OF 
THE EDITORIAL BOARD. 
T H A N K Y O U . 
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LETTERS 
SENATE 
WARNING 
If i t is a t all possibleto s tep off on the right 
foot and, a t the very same time, the wrong 
foot, then the credit for the ie&t (no pun in-
tended) is due to the newly-ensconced Day 
Session Student Senate. The Chairman, Mr. 
Lewis Tucker, along with his Senatorial 
colleagues had an extremely heavy agenda to 
weigh and complete. With a speed and 
serious deliberation which we have rarely 
seen exercised in the not-quite-honorable 
history of student government most of the 
items on that agenda wereT swiftly finished. 
Among^the other tidbits on the list were the 
nominations of Mr. Alan Jacobs (for Vice-
Chairman for the School of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences) and Mr. Harry Gibbs (for Vice-
Chairman for the School of Business and 
Public Administration) and the appointment of 
senators to the Committee on Committees of 
the Senate. 
Last on the long list was the creation of the 
Fees Committee and the promulgation of 
those vital fees guidelines. I t was at this point 
that the Senate, which had been functioning so 
effectively, began its long descent into crudity 
and insult. As the question occurred over the 
appearance of the^JTees Committee nominees 
before the Senate, xlutt body split along what 
a r e rap id ly becoming t rad i t iona l l ines 
whenever t|ie Senate becomes excited about 
anything: The split was straight down-the-line_ 
black versus white. And it was an agonizing 
process to observe. Before this goes any 
further we implore the members fo the Senate 
to consider-the past.-If you, the members of 
the Senate, desire any proof of where such 
idiocy will lead you, consider the effectiveness 
of the governments of Ms. Linda Matiila and 
Mr, Billy Fox. 
Baruch's ce lebrat ion of the 
Bicentennial for T h u r s d a y 
November 14, 1974, at 12:30 P.M. 
in R o o m 1602, 23rd Street 
Building. 
; The meeting will consider the 
two components of our Bicen-
tennial''plan. The first concerns 
the formal proposals previously 
approved by the New York City 
Bicentennial Corporation, the 
implementation of which requires 
matching funds by the Cor-
poration. The second* concerns 
activities by Baruch's" profession-
al and student community that 
are not dependent on outside finan-
cial support Ouf" main purpose 
will be to discuss the implemen-
tation of our jrians. 
Please invite to the meeting 
other persons who might assist you 
and us in following through on our 
plans. 
Edward Pessen 
Coordinator^ Baruch College 
Bicentennial Celebration . 
T O i Afl D e p a r t m e n t C h a i r m e n . a n d Instructional Staff-
F R O M : M . Uewis Temares , Registrar 
^» It has c o m e t o m y attention t h a t mid- term examinat ions for 
m a n y courses are be ing scheduled o n registration evenings . 
I t wou ld appear advisable that , i f a re-schedul ing i s at all 
poss ible , mid-term examinat ions should no t b e given during the 
pre-registration period. T h e Evening Sess ion dates are: 
N o v e m b e r 2 0 , 2 1 , 2 5 and 26. Graduate registration dates , are 
D e c e m b e r 2 thru December 5 , a n d D a y Session dates are from 
D e c e m b e r 9 thru t h e 19th. 
Y o u r cooperat ion would be appreciated by the students and 
myself. , - « . ' -
CAP UNHAP 
TO: Michael Fishbein, Editor of 
The Ticker , 
FROM: Bertha S. Newhouse, 
Ass is tant Dean , School of 
Bus iness and Publ ic 
Administration 
HRE;_. .Consumer Advocates 
Program 
The information about this 
program as printed in The Ticker 
was incorrect.. Baruch College will 
notgive a year's college credit for 
participation in the program. Any 
student at Baruch may join the 
program, but if he wishes college 
credit, he must have the approval 
of Professor Leon Schifrman, 
Market ing Department . The 
maximum number of college 
credits allowed will be six credits. 
A great many of our students 
work and attend evening classes. 
Only if the quality of their work 
meets certain standards will they 
be allowed a maximum 'of six 
credits. (See page 9 of the 1974-5 
Undergraduate Bulletin). D a y 
Session students obtain six credits 
if they are registered in the Work-
Study program explained on page 
19 of the 1974-5 Undergraduate 
Bulletin. 
Therefore, it does not seem 
appropriate to allow students in 
the Consumer Advocates Progranfi 
more than the number of credits 
allowed to our own working 
students. . 
.Please give the correct in-
formation in the next issue of The 
Ticker. 
UBE BITES 
To The Editor: 
Regarding Mr. Joseph Suarez's 
recent accusation of "particular 
and preferential treatment" of the 
Sigma Alpha Day Used Book 
. Exchange, I now wish to set the 
record straight 
• The Sigma Alpha used Book 
Exchange sold well over 300 books 
; this term. This occurred in spite of 
the fact that a very large per-
centage of the books used this 
term were new, cutting our sales 
greatly. These sales represented 
savings of 3 to 4 dollars per book 
to almost 250 students. The 
proceeds- from our sales, minus 
our 25 cent service charge, were 
paid to the students who gave us 
their books to sell. Almost 250 
students received 60 percent of the 
value of their books rather than 
the 10-20 percent which they^ 
would get in a commercial 
bookstore. 
I pose the following question, 
especially to you, Mr. Suarez: 
How many organizat ions in 
Baruch serve almost 500 students 
per term and save them well over 
$1,000.00 per term? I realize we all 
have a space shortage for student 
activities, but clearly, the Sigma 
Alpha Day Used Book Exchange 
provides a useful and necessary 
service to the Baruch student, 
which warrants any so called 
"Preferential treatment" we may 
g e t 
Howard Smolen 
Vice Chancellor 
Sigma Alpha 
BICENTENNIAL 
Dear Editor: I an\ calling a 
meeting of persons interested in 
OUR PLACE 
, Much co|atroversy has .arisen as 
of late with respect to the cof-
feehouse, ^OuV Place." T6 the 
Accounting Society, who voiced 
their opinions in this column two 
weeks ago, my message to you is 
thanks a lot! If your organization 
would respond like the mature 
adults you are supposed to be and 
move out of the room as you were 
asked and instructed to do, the 
monumental problem of supply 
space would be resolved. Four 
burglaries-have occurred in the 
coffeehouse because we have no 
place to adequately store our 
supplies. 
To the gentlemen who voiced 
their- opnions in this column last 
week my message to you is as 
^follows. "Our Place" is on the 
road to recovery. Milton Guttman 
and myself have spent \nd will 
continue to spend endless hours 
hassling the Baruch bureaucracy 
with respect to the coffeehouse. As 
of this writing structure and 
organization has once again been 
instituted and holds the reins in 
the coffeehouse. No, to leave i t as 
it is, (WHAT??????), would be a 
grave misfortune. 
The purpose and objectives of 
"Our Place" were and still are to 
1) create a place within the College 
where all (day, evening and 
graduate) faculty, staff and 
students can interact in an in-
formal and relaxed atmosphere. 
2>To provide an opportunity for 
Baruch students to volunteer their 
time to serve other members of the 
Baruch Community. 3) And finally 
to provide an opportunity for 
Baruch students, faculty; staff and 
other professionals talented in the 
arts,\ music, creative writing, e t c 
to display their achievements.. The 
door is always and will forever 
remain open to anyone willing to 
/helpsus accomplish these goals and 
. objectives. 
To all those with negative 
out looks and or at t i tudes 
regarding "Our Place" think 
before you speak o u t Channel 
that anger or disgust con-
structively and help to make the 
coffeehouse the best place in 
Baruchlim 
Alma Brundage 
Co-Chairman, "Our Place" 
ROOM DOOM 
Did you ever feel like you were 
running and • running and were 
always in the s?me place? Well, 
. that's how we, the Italian Society 
and Phi Kappa Theta felt during 
our losing struggle of room 
assignments last week. 
The American-Irish, Italian, 
Newman and Phi Kappa Theta 
Societies have shared room 402, 
S.C. for quite some time, members 
of each organization became very 
close with one another; many 
members of one organization 
became members of the others. 
Therefore, there was enough space 
in 402 for each organization to 
exist without blending in with the 
others* However, Mr. Wronsky 
and Mr. Hyman came up with a 
fool -proof system of room 
allocation for the 1974/1975 year. 
As a result, Phi Kappa Theta was 
kicked out and given a file cabinet 
in the south hall of the-3rd floor, 
S.C. They were replaced by the 
Hait ian Assoc ia t ion and the 
Hellenic Society; and here is where 
the problem arises:, shortage of 
spacer^N 
402 ^anresently contains four 
organizations: American-Irish, 
Haitian, Hellenic and Italian 
Societies and they get along very 
welL Each organization has ap-
proximately 22-28 active mem-
bers. Along with the move of the 
two organizat ions c a m e file 
cabinets. This added to the 
crowded space. You also have to 
: consider . the '-membetsr?,ofi Phi 
Kappa. TJieta^tha^b^ojngg^o the 
other organizations in 402. Just try 
to picture the mass confusion on 
Thursday at 12:00 noon in the 
room when all groups are present. 
We spoke to Dean Senour and 
Mr. Hyman and we attended the 
Board of Governors meeting. 
Needless to say, this meeting was a 
farce. Our situation was treated as 
a= mere joke. They were more 
concerned with important things; 
like changing the price of coffee 
from 10 cents per cup to 5 cents 
per cup. There was a suggestion to 
make a motion that room 
assignments for all organizations 
be reconsidered (by Ralph Hyman) 
but it never went further than that 
because it was getting late and 
none of the Board members 
wanted to stay any longer; and so 
there was an abrupt adjournment 
They said we should be happy with 
what we got. But this j s our gripe. 
If the purpose of this -ad-
ministration is to help students' 
lives at Baruch, then why are^they 
trying to cause friction between 
us? Why have they given certain 
organizations the privilege of 
-having their own room while other 
.organizations have to share a room 
with as many- as 6 other 
organizations? One excuse was 
that 1/3 of organization room 
allocations were eliminated. And 
-in the same breath, they are 
knocking down classrooms in the ., 
main building and replacing them 
with bathrooms. We didn't know 
there were so many students with 
bladder problems. Why couldn't 
those bathrooms be club rooms 
instead? _ 
We know there are a few 
organizations who share the same 
feelings with us but nave said 
nothing. We are anxious tohear 
your opinion. You can Write to 
TICKER and show, your feelings. 
Joanne Bagherei 
President of The-Kalian Society 
John Alouisa 
President of Phi Kappa Theta 
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XANADU 
The only surprise New Yorkers 
had in last week's elections was the 
unusual ly c lose "race Robert 
Abrams ran against incumbent 
Attorney .General Louis Lefkowitz. 
Mostly everybody, including 
myself, dismissed Abrams as a 
.putz, and badly underestimated 
the size of Hugh Carey's coattails. 
Fortunately, those coattails were 
not quite long enough to drag 
Abrams into office; I still maintain 
that Abrams is not competent 
enough even to be Bronx Borough 
President, a job a monkey could 
d o . - , j _ 
^nsin The Javits-Clark race worked. 
•'ohaoat as expected, although Javits' 
viusually large plurality was shaved 
somewhat by the presence on the 
ballot of Conservative Barbara 
• Keating, and the aforementioned 
coattails of the next governor. 
(Strange that people persist in 
voting a straight party line; you'd 
think that they'd have gotten 
screwed enough in the past doing 
, tha t However, the practice is 
changing from election to election, 
most notably in 1972; I remember, 
when I was a kid, that politicians 
went around telling people that 
you could vote a split ticket—some 
people didn't seem to know.) 
The State Assembly went 
Democrat i c , and Brooklyn's 
Stanley Steingut'will be the new 
Assembly Speaker, as his father 
was some forty years back. A 
Democra t i c Assembly coupled 
with -a Republican State Senate 
could mean hassles galore for 
Governor Careta the feeling is that 
the Assembly wU}>be\much more 
fteindiy^orNew York c W t h a n an 
Jrfehtedr'RepubHellLttone. 
prbbtem for the city will lie in 
the Senate. 
CUNY will probably not have a 
Big Tuition Fight for the next four 
years. These things were annual 
under the Rockefel ler 
Adminis trat ion , but with his 
departure and the short-lived rise 
of Malcolm Wilson, the pressure 
seemed to be off; the only anti-
CUNY thing Wilson ever did was 
veto a biU that would have given 
control of the CUNY community 
colleges from the state to the city. 
This, in comparison with the 
Rockefeller attacks, was so light as 
to go unnoticed. (Rockefeller, at 
various times, .tried imposing 
tuition, full state control and de-
amalgamazation, all because he 
thought that CUNY should be a 
mirror image of the State 
University. The former Governor 
could never really accept die 
principle of city control over city 
institutions, and the Rockefeller-* 
. Lindsay feud of lamented memory 
lent fuel to the CUNY fire. Since 
both of those gentlemen were. 
replaced in January 1974, things 
have cooled down, and they should 
cool even further.) " 
Hugh Carey has been men-
tioned as a Presidential contender 
in 1976. This statement seems to 
be quite premature, somewhat on 
the scale of the Lindsay attempt in 
1972, a number of months' after 
he'd switched political parties- In 
addition, Carey seems hardly the 
type to hold Presidential con-
tender status—could you imagine 
Abe Beame running for President? 
My God!:—and he will have heen 
in office roughly fifteen months at 
the time of the 1976 New Hamp-
shire primary. In any- case, 
Governors do not share the 
national spotlight as much, as do 
Senators—-Ronald Reagans and 
Nelson Rockefellers excepted, of 
course—-and the Senate, as usual, 
. will put forward many candidates. 
Lloyd Bentsen of Texas is the 
darling of the moderates and 
the oil men, but he has yet to 
capture the public imagination, or 
even the public attention. Edmund 
Muskie ' s image was blown, 
however unfairly, in the 1972 
primaries . Hubert Humphrey 
won't even try again, although 
he'll give it some thought George 
McGovern? . Are, you kidding? 
Henry Jackson? Maybe—the 
•Senator from Washington is 
working hard to build his image as 
a. poor man's Henry Kissinger, and 
the public seemed to appreciate 
his image as a poor man's Henry 
Kissinger, and the public seemed 
to appreciate his agreement_with 
the Russians on Jewish emigration 
from the Soviet Union, but this 
might turn sour: never, ever trust 
the Russians. (The viewpoint is 
primitive, I grant you, but it is also 
proven out by recent history.) 
~
ir
^New faces have "been given us, 
due to the recent elections. Only 
one name is apparent, though, and 
that would be John Glenn, former 
astronaut and now the Junior 
Senator from Ohio on his third try. 
Glenn's name still works magic on 
the voting public; he was a hero in 
the Age of National Innocence, the 
first American to orbit the Earth. 
(Point is that if someone today 
l>3 5.*- FREE 
r FELAFEL 
IN TOASTED PITA 
with 
Fresh Vegetable Salad and Tahina Dressing 
BUY ONE FOR $1.10 
AND GET ONE FREE 
WITH THIS AD ONLY 
Good ifl November 30, 1974 
AAfTS Middle Eastern Poo 
" A WHOLESQVIE MEAL IN A S A N D W I C H " 
210 E. 23 £ t . (Between 2nd and 3rd Ave.) 
889-2720 
OPEN 1.1 — I I 
were 
by BRAD FERGUSON 
thfesfirst one to orbit the 
Earth, he would receive hardly any 
recognition at all, and would most 
probably be condemned as a 
waster of^the^ taxpayer's money. 
Look at Neil Armstrong—for 
those of you who have forgotten 
who he is, he was the first man to 
walk on the Moon—-and see what 
the common attitude is about him: 
"Oh, yeah, die guy who walked 
around on the Moon. Howcum 
they djd*Q_spend all that money . 
on the IRT*" I humbly submit 
that walking on the Moon is a 
greater feat than orbiting the 
Earth, but for some reason Glenn 
. has the magic, and Armstrong has 
noth ing . but a Presidential 
citation.) 
Given the lack of enthusiasm 
that the public has toward today's 
lineup of Presidential contenders, 
could Glenn waltz into the 
Presidency with nothing but an 
Atlas booster and . a Mercury 
capsule? If he becomes the 
smartest and most manipulative 
politician in Washington in the 
next two years, he damn well 
could; he is already a strong Vice-
Presidential possibility. 
The irony is that what we really 
need in these times is Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt. 
I n t h e G a m e oC Life , 
t h e r e a r e R u l e s . T h e . 
Common Man f o l l o w s 
t h e f&iles . 
~S^%£> 
The Criminal 
breaks the 
Rules. 
'GfimutufkutlMIx 
The PoTrtician 
£iods the 
Loopholes. 
?35* 
^^.^.^.•.^^V.'.^.^.^.^.*.^.'.,.,.,.'.*.1.I.I H H . a u u i l l l 
IF YOU ARE 
INTERESTED IN: 
MEDICINE 
DENTISTRY 
Veterinary 
Medicine 
ALLIED 
HEALTH 
CAREERS 
9999 
• • • • 
PICK UP 
AN APPLICATION FORM 
IN ROOM 
2 0 0 5 
(360 P.A.S.) 
AND MAKE AN 
APPOINTMENT TO SEE 
A PREMEDJCAL ADVISOR 
^S^S^S^^S^SSfS^fS^ 
NATIONAL CAREER GUIDANCE WEEK 
November 10 -16 ,1974 
The BARUCH COLLEGE Off ice of Career 
Counseling and Placement in conjunction with 
the National Vocational Guidance Association 
salutes National Career Guidance Week, Novem-
ber 10th - 16th. 
^ s part of the observance of this week the 
fol lowing programs will be conductedr-
Workshop on Resume Writing and Job Hunting 
Techniques for Part-Time jobs. 'Time 12 :00 P.M. 
to 2 : 0 0 P.M., Thursday, November 14th, Room 
2 2 0 , 2 5 7 Park Avenue South. 
Career Seminar fo r . Biology and Chemistry 
Majors. Guest speaker from Sloan Kettering 
Institute for Cancer Research. Time 10 :00 A.M., 
Wednesday, November 13th, Oak Lounge, 2nd 
Floor, Student Center. 
Future programs include a three session dis-
cussion group centered on career decision 
making, which will meet on_Thursdays at 1 2 : 0 0 
P.M. starting November 2 1 , in the Off ice of 
Career Counseling and Placement. 
Students are advised to sign up for these pro-
grams, as soorr as possible, H*r the Off ice of 
Career Counseling and P lacement Room 2 1 4 , 
2 5 7 Park Avenue South. 
I • • • 4» • 4 
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V . " 
( omputer and Quantitative 
Methods Society 
presents its first 
BUSINESS SEMINAR 
• • • 
• • • 1 i 
BOOKS X" -% 
Burr In The Saddle 
m 
REPRESENTATIVES FROM 
New York City Police Department 
Manufacturers Manover Tryst 
I.B. 
nii 
M 
« 
^ DISCUSSING 
Systems Concepts 
Hiring Policies 
Advancement Opportunities 
Thursday, Nov. 14 Room 220 
12:00 - 2:00 P.M. 24th Street 
Refreshments Will Be Served!! 
by SHARON BRONER 
"Burr", by Gore Vklal, released 
as a Bantam paperback on 
November 1st, is the second 
leading all time fiction best-seller 
for Random HouscAcross the 
continent reviewers have showered 
"Burr" wiht superlatives, and 
readers have kept it on the 
bestseller list for 39 weeks. 
The question "Why Aaron 
Burr?" has many answers. Gore 
Vidal states that he was always 
"Burr conscious" since his mother 
married a descendant of the Burr 
family. From his research Gore 
Vidal grew to genuinely like Burr. 
He found him sharp and witty. 
"He didn't congratulate himself 
like Jefferson;" Always being 
history minded , Vidal used 
"Burr" to change the classroom 
connotation of history, his desire 
being to make it more interesting 
and a lesser chore. 
The coincidence of ."Burr" 
being released simultaneously with 
the Watergate break through has 
lead the book to great, 
acknowledgement A strand of 
^symmetry is imbedded between 
Vidal and Richard Nixon. Did he 
write "Burr" with Nixon in mind? 
"No," he replied, "but I think I 
have phlebi t i s ." N i x o n un-
consciously hasjielped Gore Vidal 
achieve a portion of his goals. He 
boosted the success of "Burr" by 
constantly referring to Aaron 
Burr, and through his in-
competence Nixon revealed the 
American rip-off that Vidal was 
trying to uncover for years. 
-* Contrary to Nixon, who 
acquired his talent, Vidal was 
"born a writer. Writing siezed 
me." He completed his first novel 
at 19, and it was published at 20. 
He's never satisfied with his work 
and will probably- always write. 
"Only* a bad writer can say he has 
accomplished what he wanted to 
do." Gore Vidal is known for his 
cynicism. "Mycynicismis realism," 
he says, "Americans don't like 
realism, so they call it cynicism." 
He lives in Europe to get a better 
perspective of America, not to 
escape it. Realistically speaking 
"Burr" is well worth reading. 
Burr's tangy wit and Vidal's 
clairvoyant style are only motes in 
its myriad qualities. Now available, 
in—paperback, "Burr" is oniyJ 
$1.95. Gore-Vidal's latest novels 
"Myron", which is the return of 
_Myra Breckinridge, is now 
available in hardcover for $6.95. 
SENIOR PHOTOS 
Will b e taken on 
Tuesday, November 12 
Thursday, November 14, 
and November 19,20. 
You c a n still 
. make an appointment 
in Room 307 S.C. 
Tuesday, November 12 T-7 PM 
Wednesday, November 13 
11-2 PM, 5-7 PM 
Thursday, November 141-3 PM; 
' \ r 
Sponsored By 
Concert Committee 
of the 
Student Faculty Program Board 
Hate's Country Repeats 
Coming to 
Baruch College 
December 13, 1974 
DEODATO 
AND FRIENDS 
and 
ial Guest Star 
In a year when "pardon" is in 
the news and draft resistors are 
sufFering from an "underground 
existence that has separated them 
from family, fr iends—even 
country, the repeat o f the 
television adaptation of Edward 
Everett Hale's "The Man Without 
a Country" takes .on a new per-
spective. 
First presented in April 1973, 
the 90-minute program will be 
aired again Friday, December 6, 
from 8:30 to 10 p.m. (EDT) on 
ABC-TV. Eastman K o d a k 
Company, sole sponsor of the first 
showing, wily be half-sponsor of 
the repeat presentation. 
LI Philip Nolan, played by Cliff 
Robertson in the N o r m a n 
Rosemont product ion, inad-
vertently sentences himself before 
an Army court-martial by 
shouting, "Damn the United 
j States! I wish I may never hear of 
the United States again!" He 
subsequently serves a life seiw 
tence—56 years—of exile at sea. 
"Nolan's story, thanks largely to 
Robertson's warm, sympathetic 
performance, evokes deeply 
ambivalent emotions that make 
the film provocative," wrote Kevin 
Thomas, the Los Angeles Times, 
at the time of the first "showing. 
"What makes the story get to 
us,* stfg£ested UPI/V Rick Du 
Brow,^what makes it.timery and 
timeless, is the sympathetic un-
derstanding of how a man can be 
overly punished for a brash and 
youthful mistake and yet maintain 
his honor within himself and with 
those around him, by continuing 
to love and not .grow bitter." 
Variety commended director 
Delbert Mann "for handling the 
patriotic theme with considerable' 
restraint s o that; the irofiy3-of:vtne"' 
tale niade its own point without 
being overdone." 
Hale, a Unitarian minister, 
wrote his 36-page short story in 
1863 because he was toubled by 
the Civil War and the dissension 
that was tearing his country apart 
He wove real names, places and 
events so carefully into his fiction 
that many believe !*The Man 
Without a Country" is a true story. 
Actually, the haunting tale was 
triggered by a remart; made; by ah 
Ohio pol i t ic ian, Clement L. 
Vallandingham, who said he did 
not want to live in a country 
governed by the party of Abraham 
Lincoln. 
Faithful to the original, the 
television adaptation was filmed 
entirely on location .at Myotic,. 
. Conn., Newport, RI., " and Fort 
Niagara, ;NY. The f R o s e , " a 
replica of a frigate V based ' in 
Newport, and the "Charles W. 
Morgan," a wooden whaler in 
Mystic, served as the succession of 
ships carrying Nolan . 
Cinematographer Andrew Laszlo, 
ASC, used Eastman color negative 
f i lm, forced process ing , , and 
natuialr-Rghtirig to . preserver iihe 
aSmiosphei^ ift Ships* fcolds^aWon^ 
deckv- " ^ y ' 1 y : ' — — - " 
The presentation is further 
authenticated with details from 
real life. Costume designer Noel 
Taylor rounded up almost 400 
authentic uniforms. Makeup artist 
Robert Laden "aged" Robertson 
at a pace matching Nolan's 
continuous exposure to the sea. 
Actor Geoffrey Holder, in a cameo 
appearance in the slave scene, 
spoke only- Portugese and Swahili. 
In the words of Pete Rahn of the 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat, "It's a 
rare piece of television." 
FSA: A Helping Hand 
I by SIDIKI GBONDO 
• The Foreign Students 
: Association held its first meeting 
I this semester on Thursday 
'. October 24. Although most of the 
• foreign students were absent, one 
: thing was happily present—the 
I determination of those who at-
| tended to work harder than before 
• so as to make the Association 
I attractive to all foreign students. 
I It was reported, amongst other 
j things, that the Association has 
: secured an office on the 4th floor 
: at the Student Center at 22 Street, 
I and that a permanent Post Box 
• would follow this week. 
: . Plans for the semester includes 
I a dance to be held in the college 
I. for all foreign students. Regular 
• meetings were recommended, and 
I meetings with officials connected 
: with foreign students affairs was 
• also approved. One such meeting 
• will take place when t h e 
: Association meets Mr. Stolinsky, 
; the new Foreign Students Advisor. 
X One sad moment at the last 
t meeting was the sudden ap-
pearance of" Dr. Feldman, to say 
farewell to an Association for 
whi
-Sfaa£i£^as 4gne.«> much. Jfe^ 
Feldman, most of us know is the 
outgoing Advisor. -
T o Dr. Feldman, the 
Association has this much to say; 
that you have been much more 
than a mere stiff-necked, chair-
and-pencil official, scrambling for 
his letterhead as the answer to 
s tudents numerous problems? 
Your face-to-face approach to 
officials at the Immigration, the 
Admiss ions Office, and the 
Registry, you count them; in 
solving our complex and ever-
increasing problems will make you 
live forever in our minds. 
—That the world is round is not 
merely a geographical fact—So 
Dr. Feldman, you can retire 
assured* that you have made 
friends around the world through 
your relentless efforts to see our 
Associat ion (your Associat ion) 
al ive. The Foreign Students 
Association wishes you happy days 
in your retirement 
The Association has been ofg 
ficially informed that M r | 
.S to l insky has succeeded A s j f 
Feldman. Mr. Stolinsky is no -, 
stranger to some foreign students 
here. He is a young and informal 
intellectual, whose appearance 
tells you at once he is -not an ar-
dent advocate of the establish-
ment 
Stolinsky has travelled widely in 
Europe and Afr ica—inc luding 
South Africa. While doing his 
postgraduate studies in France, he 
came in close contact with many 
foreign students; he observed their 
plight (during the Algerian War) 
and therefore developed his own 
conception of what it means to be 
a. foreign student—much more to 
be poor and foreign. 
Come to our next meeting and 
meet Mr. Stolinksy. If he does not 
have all the answers for those 
questions troubling your soul, be 
sure he will promise to find the 
answers. Date and place will be 
published in this paper. 
• O S B * 
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CBVEMA 
Wish 
~» 
Recent memory recalls that 
some movies lacking artistry have 
been well received by the viewing 
publ ic It happens, all the time, 
where audiences defyx$he critics' 
admontions, and 'then ^transform 
mediocrity into a box office 
success. The poeple make it work. 
Such is the case, apparently 
with "DEATH WISH" starring 
Charles Bronson. It's not what 
could be called above par cinema. 
I f s predictability arises with every 
passing minute within its two hour 
span. 
Vengeance is the underlying 
theme. I f s about the stereotyped 
LIpper West Side liberal's coping 
with tragedy. Paul Kersey (played. 
by Bronson) was a Korean War 
conscientious objector whose life is 
jolted by the assault on his loved 
ones. His wife (played by Hope 
Lange) is bludgeoned to death, as 
Kersey's daughter turns into a 
mental case after being raped by 
SPORTS 
byBOBLIPSON 
unre lent ing hoodlums. He is 
broughf^to the uncomfortable 
reality of it all, after hearing gung-
ho inspiration from a buisness 
associate whom he meets with out 
west Thus Kersey decides to pay 
back the dirt with interest 
He goes looking for trouble. Be 
it Central Park, the AA train, or 
other desolate locales, Kersey is 
intent on walking through New 
York's most paranoic parts, and 
provoking confrontation with the 
bad" guys. Violence is the end 
result 
The repeat button is put. into 
use. That's what makes this film 
so predictable. The bile -of the 
audience rises only to be overcome 
with a sense of justice, as our hero 
slays the enemy. 
Almost ^every viewer seated in 
air-conditioned comfort knows 
only too well that s imilar 
situations may have to be dealt 
with once the movie lets out 
Thaf s why Bronson's heroics are 
cheered. New Yorkers can feel for 
him. — 
Vincent Gardenia (appearing 
recently 'in "Bang the Drum 
Slowly") heads "a police in-
vestigation while the citizens are 
thrilled with the elusive Kersey. 
The crime rate has tumbled, 
almost half its normal size. When 
Gardenia ignores upper echelon 
po l i ce commands , Kersey is 
inevitably caught up with. The 
movie purposely plays up the wild 
west flavor, as Bronson is told to 
"get out of town." He heads west 
to Chicago, and to his architecture 
firm's office there. 
The film at least makes you 
think. But the thought is emotion 
ta inted. And that could be 
dangerous. When thinking on an 
. emot ional level, vicarious 
u
 v ig i lantes—grooving off the 
picture—are going to start taking 
the law into their own hands. 
oner 7-
by JOHN SINATRA 
This year the Karate Club -at 
Baruch has been resurrected from 
the dead. At the beginning of the 
semester there was doubt as to the 
existence of any karate club here 
at Baruch, but now there are 6 0 -
members who meet from ^2—to; 3 t 
times-'a week to practice the artj; 
and skill of karate and akid. This | 
year, under the supervnjio^ and J 
encouragement of Mr. Will^nnt-
Engalong with John.Sinatfa, Staiff
 v 
Pr^adent* . John jMaydicjt, -,V^*e; 
Pres ident , and Danie l iStbjdt, 
Secretary, the club has a good start 
and has future hopes of starting a 
-karate team at Baruch College if it 
'can get the backing of the school. 
The Karate Club has five in-
structors this year:-
Willima Eng - who holds a 
brown belt 
-James Ebron - who holds a 
brown belt 
SammyLau - who holds a black 
belt 
Camara Musa - who holds a 
black belt in Akido and various 
other -degrees in karate and judo 
Henry Moy - who holds a brown 
belt 
The quality of these instructors 
is excellent because they provide 
an atmosphere where everyone can 
learn, no matter how good they are 
and regardless of what sex, race or 
creed they are. The club provides 
an atmosphere in which everyone 
can learn without being put down 
for any discriminatory reason. The 
club gives a student the op-
portunity to learn and practice the 
art of karate and akido. On 
Thursday, November 21, from 12 
to 2 p.m. (club hours), the club-will 
hold an exhibit ion in the 
auditorium at Baruch. 
'N 
THE ACCOUNTING SOCIETY 
PRESENTS FROM 
THE^CHOOL OF BUSINESS 
& PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
DEAN NEWHOUSE 
TO SPEAK ON 
"BUSINESS & ACCOUNTING 
CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS" 
Freshmen, Sophomores and 
Transfer Students Urged To Attend 
Refreshments Will Be Served 
Time& 1 2:1 5 - 2 P.M. 
Date& November 14, 1 9 7 4 
Room: 9 1 3 - 9 1 4 
BETA ALPHA PSI 
presents 
FRED GNESIN, C.PA. -
Manager - Eisner and Lubin 
t o discuss 
CAREERS IN 
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING 
t 
o n 
Thurs., November 14,1974 
12:15 P.M. 
Room 1109,23rd Street 
ALL INVITED 
The 
Newman 
Club 
presents 
' BY 
JUPITER 
Person-to-
Person 
Communication 
Thursday, 
November 14 
12:15 P.M. 
oom 1323 
rd Street 
Very B rief 
by ARTHUR MICHAEL RUBIN 
I am usually wary of one man 
shows, foe it demands from one 
man or woman the multiplicity of 
talent found in theater group. 
Last Wednesday night I was 
pr iv i l eged to find s u c h a 
multiplicity of talent, and my 
faith was r e n e w e d . Roy 
Doltr ice 's performance as 
s e v e n t y - t w o year old J o h n 
Aubrey, seventeenth century 
English biographer was nothing 
short of superb. 
"Brief Lives" is a collection of 
memoirs taken from Aubrey's 
book, "Lives of Eminent Men." It 
tells of Aubrey's recollections of 
friends and acquaintances, and of 
their lives and deeds. The play 
takes place in Aubrey's lodging in 
Dirty Lane, Bloomsbury, England 
in 1697 the last year of Aubrey's 
life. His room is a collection of 
antiquities, cobwebs, and 
memorabil ia of seventeenth 
century England. 
Doltrice, made-up (superbly I 
might add) to look like hep-
tagenarian Aubrey moves about 
the stage relaxed, and seemingly at 
home. Changing sitting positions 
frequently, he recounts old 
medical cures pronounced by 
latter day friends now deceased. 
"He would take the head of a man,-
a dead man of course, Tee-hee 
(tee-hee in a shickering old voice 
was his form of laughter 
throughout) put a bean in its eye 
cover it with dirt and let the stalk 
grow until ^  ready to be eaten. It 
might have worked had not so 
many people died from the cure 
itself." He recounts stories of 
dukes, countesses, and mispresses. 
Of Sir Walter Raleigh and of kings 
and princes as well as the common 
man and the play is spiced with 
humor through both verbal 
discourse and clever act ions . 
Aubrey is constantly muttering to 
himself, picking up an old piece of 
-fish or cheese' to eat, conversing 
with the audience, smelling the 
cheese or fish and mumbling "oh 
shit!" 
The play is interesting, the stage 
setting is superb and the acting, 
magnificent. When the play had 
rum its course, Roy Doltrice 
received two standing ovations 
frori an audience that recognized 
a truly fine performance. We are 
living in a strange and marvelous 
city at a great plice in time and a 
play like this renews one man's 
faith in Broadway, mine. 
(Continued from page 1) 
Those five were Ms . A n n 
Mack, Senator; Mr. George 
K a m b o u r i s , . Senior Business 
Senator; Mr. Stuart Goldberg, 
Sophomore Business Senator; 
Mr. Marbin Bailey, Senator; 
and Mr. Stuart Goldberg, 
Sophomore Business Senator. 
Messrs. Jacobs and Gibbs also 
sitHon the commit tee by virtue 
of the posit ions to which they 
were appointed. 
Fol lowing a move to adjourn 
t h e S e n a t e r e c o n v e n e d t o 
c o n s i d e r M r . T h o r n h i l l ' s 
nominees for the Fees C o m -
mittee. W i t h several Senators 
taking the position that n o 
votes should be taken without 
having the nominees present 
the meet ing finally adjourned. 
It has b e e n reported that a 
s e c o n d m e e t i n g h a s b e e n 
scheduled for either Monday, 
the 11th, or Thursday, the 
14th. 
"1 
The Department 
of Speech 
presents 
"STEAM B A T H " 
by Bruce Jay Friedman 
Thursday, November 21 st 
"Friday, November 22nd 
Saturday, November 23rd 
8:00 P.M. 
TICKETS: 
$1.25 
Tickets On Sale 
at front of Auditorium 
& Miss Ross -
Student Center 
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A series of lectures to be given at Baruch College of City University 
on the implications of design on urban life. The speakers are 
architects, historians, housing administrators and social critics. 
Concurrently withtheHectures^fronvNcvember 7 - 2 V — — 
the exhibit "Another Chance for Housing" (shown at the Museum 
of Modern Art in Spring 1972) will be on display at Baruch. 
Date: November 7 ,1974 
T i m e : 12 jpQNoon 
Place: 155 EafSt 24th Street, 
R o o m - r i 4 
" U R B A N DESIGN IN NEW YORK: 
THE PAST" 
Stanley Buder, "The Perpetual 
Urban Housing Cr is is " 
Nerval Whi te, "C i tyscape: The 
Her i tage of the Past" 
2 
Date: November 14, 1974 
T ime : 12:00 Noon 
Place: 155 East 24th Street, 
Faculty Lounge (5th Flopr) 
"URBAN DESIGN IN NEW YORK: 
THE PRESENT" 
^Roger Starr, "The Present 
Pred icament" 
Peter Blake, "Des ign Consequences 
and Accomp l i shmen ts " 
^ 
Date: November 2 1 , 1974 
Time: 12:00 Noon 
Place: 155 East 24th Street, 
Faculty Lounge (5th Floor) 
"URBAN DESIGN IN NEW YORK: 
THE FUTURE" 
Samuel Kaplan, "Fu tu re Forms: The 
City in the Year 2,000" 
Wil l iam H. Whyte, "The ©tty in the 
Year 1974: Clues to the Future" 
NOTICE 
The following is a list of activities open to Fseshmen, as a continuation 
of FreshmanSeminar group meetings after the eighth formal session. This 
list includes groups that will continue to meet and invite new members; 
workshops on a variety of topics, by key faculty members; curricular 
guidance meetings for students in the School of Business (Freshmen in 
the School of: Liberal Arts are scheduled at another* time and place): 
I. THE FOLLOWING GROUPS WILL CONTINUE TO MEET AF-
TER THE EIGHTH SESSION AND WILL WELCOME ANY NEW 
STUDENT MEMBERS: 
Monday, 
Monday, 
Monday, 
Tuesday, 
Tuesday, 
Tuesday, 
Tuesday, 
Tuesday, 
Wednesday, 
Wednesday 
Friday, 
12:30. 
12:30 
1730 
10:30 
12:30 
12:30 
1:30 
2:30 
10:30 
2:30 
1:30 
Boris Klerer 
Bryant Hayes 
Stuart Applpff 
. Ralph .Singer 
Louis Magnan 
Joel Pillinger 
Juan Sacristan 
Carlyle Thornhill 
Conloy Finn 
Larry Freedman 
Joyce Rosenberg 
1750 C 
1750 B 
1750 B 
1750 C 
1750 B 
1750 C 
1750 C 
1750 C 
1750 B 
1750 B 
1750C 
rr-r D V rv 
,J : b i 
II. THE FOLLOWING WORKSHOPS WELL BE OFFERED TO ANY 
FRESHMEN WHO WISH_TO ATTEND: 
November 20, Wednesday, 1:30, Room 1750 C . ' - -
Professor Leonard Lakin, "Law School and the Law as a Career" 
November 22, Friday, 12:30", Room 1750 C 
Professor Thomas Erazier, "Reviving Ethnic Consciousness" 
December 2, Monday, 2:30, Room 1750 C 
Professor Frances Barasch, "Woman's Role Today" 
December 3 , Tuesday, 1:00 and December 11, Wednesday, 10:00, 
Gggfn, Main Bldg^ 6 t T Fl. 
Professor Helen Belden, "You Can Relax" ^ 
D e c i b b e r 5, Thursday^ 9:3$ Room 1750 B " 3 ;; 
Professor Larry Adams, "After Watergate, Does Pontk^Matter?" 
December 6, Friday, 2:30, Room 1750 C 
Mr. Larry Lansner, "Labor Market Outlook for College Graduates of 
1978" 
December 12, Thursday, 12:30, Room 1750 C 
Dr. Ron Aaron, "The Student and the University" 
. • - * y 
m . THE CURRICULAR GUIDANCE COUNSELLORS -OF THE 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS WILL HAVE THEIR COUNSELING 
SESSIONS AT THE FOLLOWING TIMES: 
3:00 
November 15, Friday 9:30 I l :d6 1:00* 
November 20, Wednesday 11:00* 1:00* 
November 25, Monday 9:30 11:00 1:00* 
November 26, Tuesday 9:30 11:00* 1:00* 
December 5, Thursday 9:30 11:00 1KX) 
The above meetings will be held in Room 1750 B or C unless the hour is 
marked by an asterisk, in which case the meeting will be held in Room 
1702. 
(Most students will receive." notice of their preferred counseling time in 
the mail.) 
CLASSIFIED 
KNOW A VETERAN WHO IS 
H A N G I N G ^ O U T OR JUST 
MAKING IT? TELL HIM OR 
HER TO CALL 725-4450 OR 725-
4451. THE VETERANS AF-
FAIRS OFFICE WILL GIVE 
THEM THE 'LOW DOWN' ON 
BARUCH AND THEIR V.A. 
BENEFITS. THAT'S (212) 725-
4450 AND 4451. WE HEAR 
YOU. 
TO A.F. RE: NOV. 7-TICKER 
OFFICE. I KNEW., WHO YOU 
WERE ALL THE TIME. S.B. 
YAMAHA FG 300— 6 STEEL 
STRING ACOUSTIC GUITAR 
( R O S E W O O D B O D Y ) WITH 
PLUSH HARD SHELL CASE. 
EXCELLENT SOUND & AP-
P E A R A N C E . $150 .00 CALL 
ELIOT KOHN 793-8228. 
INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE 
FESTIVAL—SONGFEST 4 SKK 
INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE 
F E S T I V A L — S O N G F E S T 4 
SOUTH, NOV. 21, 1974 AT 12:00 
NOON SPONSORED BY THE 
D E P T . O F G E R M A N I C & 
SLAVIC LANGUAGES. 
SONY TC 66 TAPE CASSETTE 
R E C O R D E R (PORTABLE) 
WITH CONDENSED MIKE-IN 
EXCELLENT CONDITION. 
S50.00 CALL ELIOT KOHN 793-
8228. 
RAP & K N O T CLUB MEETS 
THURSDAYS, 11-1 IN ROOM 
1743, 360 PARK AVE. SOUTH, 
W I T H P R O F . CLAIRE 
B R O D Y — F O R F A C U L T Y , 
S T A F F A N D S T U D E N T S . 
L E A(R N W E A V I N G , 
M A C R A M E , C R E A T I V E 
S T I T C H E R Y , B A S K E T - M A -
KING, ETC. 
T H E P U B L I C A D -
M I N I S T R A T I O N A N D 
P O L I T I C A L S C I E N C E 
SOCIETY M E E T S T H U R S -
DAYS AT NOON I R RM. 523, 
23RD ST. BLDG. COME JOIN 
US. 
ALL VETS PARTICIPATING IN 
THE DEFERRED PAYMENT 
PROGRAM: THE CASH WAS 
D U E ON 10/15. THE FINAL 
PAYMENT IS D U E ON 11/15. IF 
THE BURSAR'S OFFICE DOES 
NOT HEAR FROM YOU, YOU 
WILL HEAR FROM THEM, 
BECAUSE YOU SHALL BE 
"DEBARRED." SO GET THE 
MONEY IN A.S.A.P. 
/ 
a 
SIGMA DELTA PI (HISPANIC 
HONORARY SOCIETY) WILL 
HAVE INITIATION FOR NEW 
MEMBERS ON DECEMBER 4, 
1974 AT 6 P.M. IN THE 
FACULTY LOUNGE, 24TH ST. 
CONTACT DR. NELLY E. 
SANTOS, ADVISER, ROOM 
1106, 23RD ST. BLDG. 
; 
